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                                        AS134773
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                                        CHINANET-GUANGDONG-GUANGZHOU-MAN CHINANET Guangdong province Guangzhou MAN network
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aut-num:        134773
as-name:        ChinaNet-Guangdong-Guangzhou-MAN
descr:          CHINANET Guangdong province Guangzhou MAN network
descr:          Data Communication Division
descr:          510000
country:        CN
remarks:        CHINANET Guangdong province network
admin-c:        CH93-AP
tech-c:         CH93-AP
abuse-c:        AC1573-AP
notify:         zhengzm@gsta.com
mnt-lower:      MAINT-CHINANET
mnt-routes:     MAINT-CHINANET
mnt-by:         APNIC-HM
mnt-irt:        IRT-CHINANET-CN
last-modified:  2021-06-15T08:05:01Z
source:         APNIC

                                

                            

                        

                        
                    

                    
                       


                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                IPv4 地址范围

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        	IPv4 地址段	描述	IP 数量
	59.107.0.0/18	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	16384
	59.107.64.0/18	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	16384
	61.29.128.0/18	Asia Pacific Network Information Centre 	16384
	101.52.236.0/23	GDS CHANGAN SERVICES Ltd. 	512
	113.21.232.0/24	Beijing Tian Wei Xin Tong technology corp. limited 	256
	101.52.238.0/23	GDS CHANGAN SERVICES Ltd. 	512
	113.21.233.0/24	Beijing Tian Wei Xin Tong technology corp. limited 	256
	113.21.234.0/24	Beijing Tian Wei Xin Tong technology corp. limited 	256
	119.34.128.0/17	GuangZhou Radio & Television network Co.,LTD. 	32768
	124.29.0.0/18	GuangDong Highway BroadBand Network Service Center 	16384
	124.29.64.0/18	GuangDong Highway BroadBand Network Service Center 	16384
	125.171.0.0/17	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	32768
	125.171.128.0/17	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	32768
	203.88.192.0/20	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	4096
	203.88.208.0/20	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	4096
	203.161.192.0/20	Beijing Kuancom Network Technology Co.,Ltd. 	4096
	203.161.208.0/20	Beijing Kuancom Network Technology Co.,Ltd. 	4096
	210.75.32.0/21	GuangDong Jingke Information Network Center 	2048
	210.75.40.0/21	GuangDong Jingke Information Network Center 	2048
	210.75.48.0/21	GuangDong Jingke Information Network Center 	2048
	210.75.56.0/21	GuangDong Jingke Information Network Center 	2048
	210.76.64.0/21	Shenzhen Tencent Computer Systems Company Limited 	2048
	210.76.72.0/21	Digital Guangdong Network Construction Co, Ltd	2048
	210.185.192.0/20	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	4096
	210.76.80.0/21	Shenzhen Tencent Computer Systems Company Limited 	2048
	210.185.208.0/20	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	4096
	210.185.224.0/20	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	4096
	210.76.88.0/21	Digital Guangdong Network Construction Co, Ltd	2048
	210.185.240.0/20	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	4096
	211.147.224.0/20	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	4096
	211.147.240.0/20	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	4096
	211.155.16.0/21	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	2048
	211.155.24.0/21	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	2048
	211.156.176.0/21	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	2048
	211.156.184.0/21	ChinaNetCenter Ltd. 	2048
	219.128.140.0/24	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	256
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                                        	IPv6 地址段	描述
	2406:8500::/33	Guangdong Information Center
	2406:5ac0::/32	Guangzhou Digital Government Operation Center
	2406:8500:8000::/33	Guangdong Information Center
	240e:108:4041::/48	Chinatelecom IPv6 address for network
	240e:1e::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5e:1000::/42	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:108:4841::/48	Chinatelecom IPv6 address for network
	240e:6b0:3000::/44	Chinatelecom IPv6 address for LEASED LINE
	240e:5e:4000::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5f:6000::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:f8::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:f8:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:f9:8000::/34	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:ff:c000::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:ff:c002::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:ff:c009::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:27f::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:27f:1::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:27f:2::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b0::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b0:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b0:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b1::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b1:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b1:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b2::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b2:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b2:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b3::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b3:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b3:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b4::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b4:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b4:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b5::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b5:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b5:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b6::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b6:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b6:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b7::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b7:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b7:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b8::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b8:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b8:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b9::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b9:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3b9:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3ba::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3ba:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3ba:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bb::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bb:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bb:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bc::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bc:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bc:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bd::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bd:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bd:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3be::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3be:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3be:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bf::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bf:1000::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:3bf:1400::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:6b0::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:983:1e08::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
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